Mid Valley Megamall and The Gardens in the Midvalley City have high traffic of people every day. Hence, it is vital that the management ensures top-notch security, monitoring and management of tenants and visitors. FALCO Digital IP Door Access Controller provides a solid network access control solution that saves time, money and management process while ensuring safety and security at its best.

**Network Access Control Systems installed:**

**Central Tower**
- 100 Doors
- 10 Turnstile
- 4 Lifts
- Alarm Monitoring
- Visitor Management System (VMS)

**The Gardens**
- 5 Doors

**South Tower**
- 500 Doors
- 16 Turnstile
- 32 Lifts
- Alarm Monitoring
- Visitor Management System (VMS)

**Benefits:**

**Cost saving:** Fully scalable and compatible with existing infrastructure, giving the flexibility to upgrade.

**Peer to Peer Controller Communication:** In the event of fire emergency or alarm, the signal can be sent between controllers even when the PC is down or off, reducing further risk of life.

**And more....** FALCO Door IP Access Control can store up to 100,000 card user database, and record up to 50,000 transactions or events. A total of 605 doors in the 3 locations were installed with FALCO Door IP Access Control. It uses the latest flash memory technology, and able to prevent loss of data during power outage.

For more information, visit www.falco-ecom.com